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Abstract
In this paper
paper ititisisshown
shownthat
thatmany
manycomposite
compositemorphological
morphological systems,
systems, such
such as
as morphological
morphological edge
edge
detection, peak
peak/valley
shape-size
/valley extraction, skeletonization, and shape
-sizedistributions
distributions obey
obey aa weak
weak linear
linear supersuperposition,
threshold-linear
position, called
called thresholdlinearsuperposition:
superposition:Namely,
Namely,the
theoutput
outputgraytone
graytoneimage
imageisisthe
thesum
sum of
ofoutputs
outputs
due
images, which
due to input binary images,
which result
result from
from thresholding
thresholdingthe
theinput
input graytone
graytone image
imageat
at all
all levels.
levels. Then
Then
these
generalized to a vector
vector space
space formulation,
formulation, e.g.,
e.g., to any
any linear
linear combination
combination of
of simple
simple
these results
results are generalized
morphological
rank-order
cascade or
or max
morphological systems
systems such
such as
as erosion,
erosion, dilation,
dilation, rank
-order filters,
filters, and
and their cascade
/min commax/min
combinations.
Thus many
many such
such systems
systems processing
processing graytone
graytone images
images are
reduced to corresponding
corresponding binary
binations. Thus
are reduced
image
analyze and implement.
image processing
processing systems,
systems, which
which are
are easier
easier to analyze

1

Introduction

[1]-[15]
Morphological image analysis systems [1]
-[15]are
areuseful
usefulfor
forfeature
featureextraction,
extraction,shape
shape analysis,
analysis, and
and nonlinear
filtering.
A
major
limitation, though,
though, in their
their theoretical
theoretical analysis
analysis and
filtering. major limitation,
and application
application has
has been
been so
so far
far the
the
nonlinearity of the
the signal
signal operations
operationsinvolved.
nonlinearity
involved. Specifically,
Specifically, the
the morphological
morphological image
image operations
operations do
do not
obey the well
well-known
obey
-known additive
additive superposition
superposition principle,
principle, which
which isis obeyed
obeyed by
by all
all linear systems.
systems. However,
However, aa
special class
erosions, dilations,
dilations, openings,
special
class of
of morphological
morphological operations,
operations, in
in particular the erosions,
openings, closings
closings that
that can
can
process both
binary images
images without changing
changing this signal characteristic, obey a weak additive
process
both graytone and binary
superposition: Namely,
graytone image
image is
expressed as
superposition:
Namely, ifif the
the input graytone
is expressed
as the
the sum of all its
its binary
binary threshold
threshold
versions, then
output image
image from
from any
any of
of these
these filters
filters is the sum
sum of
of the filtered
filtered input
versions,
then the output
input threshold
threshold binary
binary
images. We
We call
call this
this system
systemproperty
propertythreshold
threshold-linear
superposition. Such ideas have been
images.
-linear superposition.
been proven
proven very
very
useful in analyzing
analyzing and
andimplementing
implementingmorphological
morphologicalfilters
filters[2,4,10]
[2,4,10]and
andmedian
median-type
-type filters
[11],[16]
-[20].
filters
[11],[16]-[20].
practice, the
the useful
useful morphological
morphological image
image analysis
analysis systems
systems do
consist of
In practice,
do not consist
ofindividual
individual erosions,
erosions,
dilations, openings,
openings, and closings,
closings, but
but they
they include
include parallel
parallel and
and/or
series interconnections
interconnectionsofofsimple
dilations,
/or series
simple morphological
operations.
For example,
example, 1)1) the
themorphological
morphological peak
peak/valley
phological operations. For
/valley extractor
extractorinvolves
involves an
an(algebraic)
(algebraic)
difference between
opening [4].
[4]. 2) The
The morphological
morphological edge
edge detection
detection involves
difference
between the
the image
image and its opening
involves the differdifference between
image and its
its erosion
erosion [5,12,21,22].
[5,12,21,22]. 3)
skeleton is the sum
sum of
of components,
ence
between the
the image
3) The
The graytone skeleton
components,
each of
difference between
each
of which
which isis the
the difference
between erosions
erosionsand
andopenings
openings[2,8,9].
[2,8,9].4)4)The
Thegraytone
graytone pattern
pattern spectrum
involves areas
elements of
of varying
varying size
size [13].
involves
areas of differences
differences among
among openings
openings or
or closings
closings by
by structuring
structuring elements
[13].
paper, we
we show
show that
thatall
allthe
thefour
fourabove
abovecomposite
compositemorphological
In this paper,
morphological systems
systems obey
obey the
the threshold
threshold-linear superposition.
is, given
given any
linear
superposition. That is,
any input
input graytone
graytone image,
image,their
their outputs
outputs are
are the sum of the individual
individual
system outputs corresponding
corresponding to input binary
binary images
images that
that resulted
resulted from
fromexhaustive
exhaustive thresholding
thresholding of
system
of the
the
image. The
The processing
processing of
of these
these threshold
threshold binary
binary images
images is
is much
much easier to analyze
input image.
analyze and
and implement.
implement.
results offer
offer new tools for
for the
the theoretical
theoretical analysis
analysis of
of these
these nonlinear
nonlinear systems
Thus our results
systems and
and suggest
suggest new
parallel implementations
processing of
take place
place in
in parallel
parallel at
parallel
implementations since
since the processing
of the
the threshold
threshold binary images can take
at
levels simultaneously.
all threshold levels
simultaneously. Finally,
Finally, we
we generalize
generalizethe
theabove
aboveresults
results by
by showing
showingthat
that the four above
above
systems together with any other
other system
system that
thatobeys
obeysthreshold
threshold-linear
systems
-linear superposition form a vector
vector space.
space.
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2

Preliminaries

Consider a digital graytone
gray tone image
image signal represented
represented by
by aa nonnegative
nonnegative 22-D
-D sequence
sequence /(m,
f (m, n), which assumes
assumes
A
1,2,
For example,
example, ifif we
we deal with
with 88 bit
A ++ 11 possible
possible intensity
intensity values:
values: a == 0,0, 1,
2, ..... . ,, A.
A. For
/pixel imagery,
bit/pixel
imagery, A
A=
255.
at all
all possible
possible amplitude
amplitude levels
levels 00 < a << A
A we
we obtain
obtain the
the threshold
threshold binary
binary images
images
255. By
By thresholding
thresholding /f at

(m, n) > afl
/a (m,n) = ( J1 , f/K")*
'° v ' J \ 0 ,, f/(m,n)
(m, n) <a
<a

(1)
(1)
v ;

confusion, we
If there
there is
is a risk of notational confusion,
wewill
willalso
alsodenote
denotethe
thesignal
signalfafaby
by*ata(f).
(/)- It
It isis simple
simple to
to show
show
that
/
can
be
reconstructed
exactly
from
all
its
binarythresholded
thresholdedversions;
that f can be reconstructed exactly from all its binary
n)
versions;i.e.
i.e. VV (m,
(m,n)
A
A
/(m,
(m, n)n)==1}1}=_]T
/a (m, n)
f (m,n)
n)== max{a
max{a: :/afa(m,
E fa(m,

(2)

a=l
a=1

by aa system
system $ processing
image /f we mean either an image transformation
transformationists
In this paper, by
processing an
an input image
where
the system output
*(/)
is
an
image
signal,
or
an
image
measurement. In the latter
latter case
case W(f)
*(/) isis either
output W(f) is an image
measurement.
either aa real
real
area of
of the
the image)
image) or
or aa real
real function
function of
of several
several parameters
parameters measuring
number (e.g., the area
measuring some
some characteristics
characteristics
of
of the
the image.
image. We
We shall
shall say
say that
that * commutes
commutes with
with thresholding
thresholdingifif$>Itisisananimage
imagetransformation
transformation such
suchthat
that
»[*.(/)]
«.[»(/)]
w[ta(f)] == ta[T(f)]

(3)
(3)

for any
image f/ and
and any
anyamplitude
amplitude level
level a.
a. Note
Notethat
thata anecessary
necessarycondition
for
any input image
conditionfor
for1V
^ to obey
obey (3)
(3) is,
is,
whenever \P
leave this
this signal
signal characteristic
characteristic unchanged.
whenever
Wprocesses
processesaa binary
binary image,
image, to leave
unchanged. Thus
Thusif ifa system
a system11/*
commutes with
thresholding, processing
processing by
* the
commutes
with thresholding,
by 1Tt
thethreshold
thresholdbinary
binaryimage
imagefafa gives
gives the
the same
same result with
processing first
level a. For
For example,
example, the
processing
first by
by \P
1Ythe
thegraytone
graytoneimage
image/f and
and then
then thresholding
thresholding *(/)
W(f) at level
the basic
basic
morphological
of an image
image f/ by
byaa22-D
structuring set
set (finite
morphologicaltransformations
transformationsofoferosion
erosionfQB
feB of
-D structuring
(finite window)
window) B,
J5,
dilation f@B
opening f/oJB,
and closing
closing f/ B,
-B,which
whichare
aredefined/
defined1below,
dilation
f eB,} opening
oB, and
below,commute
commutewith
withthresholding
thresholding[2,3].
[2,3].

: (i, j) EB}
B}
^:(i,j)
(feB)(m, n) = min{ f (m + i,i>n + j)
(/eB)(m,n)
( f eB) (m, n) = max{
max{/(m-t,n-y):(i,y)GB}
f (m - i, n - j) : (i, j) E B}

foB
/OB = (f(/6B)0B
eB)®B
= (/0B)eB
( feB)eB
feB
/B =

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

Thus,
(fQB)
faQBy
wherethethe
notationx =
x=
y for
twosignals
signalsmeans
meansx(m,
x(m,n)
y(m,n)
Thus, ta
ta(f
ea) ==faeB,
where
notation
y for
two
n) ==y(m,
n) VV (m,
n).
(m,n).
We
systemtilt
* obeys the thresholdWe shall
shall say
say that aa system
linear superposition
superpositionprovided
providedthat
that
threshold-linear
A

«(/)
EW(fa)
»(/.)
(f) _= a=l
E
a =1

(s)

(8)

for
(Although fa
fa isisbinary,
binary, note
note that
thatW(fa),
*(/a)> ififititisisan
animage
imagesignal,
signal, could
for any
any input
input image
image /.
f. (Although
could be
be binary
binary
or multilevel.)
* can
multilevel.) Such
Such aa system
system W
can be
be realized
realized by
by decomposing
decomposing/f into
into all
all its
its threshold binary images
fa,,
images /a
processing
them
by
*,
and
create
the
output
*(/)
by adding
adding the
the processed
processed fa.
processing them by 9,
output W(f) by
/a . AAfundamental
fundamental motivation
motivation
for such
binary range,
processing of
for
such aa realization
realization of
of *Wisisthat,
that, due
due to
to their
their binary
range, the
the processing
ofthe
the /O
fa's
's by
by 9* isis easier
easier to
analyze
processing of
analyze and
and implement
implement than
than the processing
of /.
f.
x ln the
the recent
recentliterature
literatureononmorphology,
morphology,there
thereare
aremainly
mainlytwo
twoslightly
slightlydifferent
different sete
sets of
of definitions
definitions for
'In
for morphological
morphological operations: one of
of [1,2]
[1,2] and another
another of
of [7,14],
[7,14], which
which become identical If
if B is
is symmetric.
symmetric. Maragos
Maragosand
andSchafer
Schaferused
usedinin[9]
[9]-[13j
tions:
-[13] the
definitions from
we use Sternberg's definitions
definitions and
of Haralick
Haralick et al.
al. because
definitions
fromMatheron
Matheron&&Serra.
Serra. In
In this paper we
and the notation of
because
they are simpler.
simpler.
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obey aa
closing obey
morphological image
The morphological
image transformations
transformations (4)-(7)
(4) -(7)of
of erosion,
erosion, dilation,
dilation, opening,
opening, and closing
[2]:
max-superposition
threshold max
-superposition [2]:
1}
[*(/«)](m,n)
max{a
[*(/)](m,n)
[4,(f)](m, n) == max
{a : [iI(fa)1(m,
n) = 1}

(9)

simple
these simple
However, these
[16,11]. However,
filters [16,11].
rank-order
and rank
max-superposition
This max
-superposition isis also
also obeyed
obeyed by
by median and
-order filters
maxthemax
and the
(8) and
sum-superposition
threshold sum
morphological
morphologicaland
and median-type
median -typesystems
systemsobey
obey both
both the threshold
-superposition (8)
condition
necessary) condition
not necessary)
(but not
sufficient (but
Thus aa sufficient
thresholding. Thus
superposition (9)
superposition
(9) because
because they commute with thresholding.
max-thresholdmax
the threshold
viewpoint, the
one viewpoint,
From one
commuting with
threshold superposition
for
for threshold
superposition isis commuting
with thresholding.
thresholding. From
nonnegative
tononnegative
only to
applies only
sum-superposition
the sum
superposition
superposition isis more
more general
general than the
-superposition since
since the
the latter applies
viewpoint, the
different viewpoint,
real-valued
applies to any real
former applies
signals, while
input
input signals,
while the
the former
-valuedinput
input signals.
signals. From
From a different
the
binary, an
max -superpositionrestricts
restrictsthe
theclass
classofofsystems
systemssince
sinceititrequires
requiresthat
that ^(/a)
W(fa) are
are signals
signals and
and binary,
max-superposition
well
tieswell
sum-superposition
thresholdsum
thethreshold
addition, the
In addition,
sum-superposition.
the sumassumption
assumption not needed by the
superposition. In
-superposition ties
will be
viewpoint will
form of
weak form
with linear
linear systems,
systems, because
becauseitit isis just
just a weak
of linear
linear superposition.
superposition. This last viewpoint
be
with
systems
on systems
henceforth on
focus henceforth
wefocus
Therefore,we
paper. Therefore,
this paper.
of this
rest of
the rest
instrumental for
for our analysis throughout the
obeying
obeying (8).

3
3.1

Special Cases
Morphological Edge Detection

small 2-D
Given
Given aa graytone
graytone image
image /(m,n)
f (m, n) and
and a small
2 -Dsymmetric
symmetricstructuring
structuringset
setKK containing
containing the
the origin,
origin, the
the
[5,12]
system [5,12]
simple system
(10)
= f-(fQK]
ED(f) =
f - (feK)
(10)
binary
A
subtraction.
pointwise
denotes
where
edges,
enhanced edges, where - denotes pointwise subtraction. A binary
with enhanced
produces
produces aa graytone
graytone image
imageED(f)
ED(f) with
contains
because K contains
everywhere because
nonnegative everywhere
whichisisnonnegative
ED(f),which
thresholding ED(f),
edge map
map can
can be
be obtained
obtained by thresholding
edge
morphological edge
effective morphological
but effective
simple but
This simple
origin. This
the origin.
edgedetection
detection system
systemhas
has been
been made
made more
more robust
robust in
in
filters.
smoothing
some
incorporating
by
[21,22]
[21,22] by incorporating some
filters.
yields
of f/ yields
(1) of
decomposition (1)
threshold decomposition
the threshold
using the
(8), using
satisfies (8),
Now,
Now, because
becausethe
the erosion
erosion fQK
feK satisfies

ED(f)
ED(f) ==

A

ED

fa)
a=1

>fa[fa)eK]
) -1(5")
£<

ÇA

A

a=1

=1

A

A

fa a=l
a=1

a=l
a=1

A

faeK =

[fa - (faeK)]
a=1
a=l

ED(fa)

(11)

a=l
a=1

examAn examthreshold-linear
(10) obeys the threshold
-linear superposition. An
Thus the morphological edge detection system (10)
edge
binary edge
the binary
a, the
all a,
for all
imagesfor
binaryimages
arebinary
(/aG-^Oare
ple isis given
givenininFig.
Fig.1.1.Note
Notethat,
that,since
sincefaQK
faeK and
and /a
fa- (faeK)
ple
Namely, ifif I| | denotes
counting. Namely,
pixel counting.
only pixel
using only
by using
simply by
verysimply
implementedvery
beimplemented
canbe
detections ED(fa)
detections
ED(fa) can
pixels), then
of pixels),
set cardinality (i.e., number of
\ED( f Wm n) = i 1

fa(m,n) ==11and
{(i, j) :: /a(«,j)
}l <<\K\
lKl
m,j--n)n)EeKK}\
(i -- m,j
1, (_
andI |{(a,j)
', if /«K^)
fa(i,j) =- 1,

(ED(fa)'(m,n)
wam , j = \ 00 ,, otherwise
i

(8).
obeys (8).
alsoobeys
whichalso
(fQK),which
(f®K)
Another edge
Another
edge detection
detection system
systemsimilar
similartoto(10)
(10)isisED(f)
ED(f) == (f
®K) - (feK),
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(c)

bit/pixel,
with88bit
pixelswith
128pixels
110xx128
imagef /ofof110
graytoneimage
originalgraytone
showsananoriginal
right)shows
lefttotoright)
(fromleft
row(from
toprow
Thetop
Figure 1.1.The
/pixel,
Figure
whereKKisisa a3 3x x3 3-pixel
K,where
respecttotoK,
withrespect
SK(f)with
skeleton SK(f)
graytoneskeleton
thegraytone
the graytone
edgeimage
image/f-- (f
eK), and
-pixel
andthe
(fGK),
graytone edge
the
180
binary images
threshold binary
): (a)
structuring set.
set. The
row ):
bottom row
middle to bottom
(from middle
show (from
images show
otherimages
The other
structuring
(a) threshold
images fa
fa for a = 180
and
edge
the
row
top
the
(In
SK(fa). (In the top row the edge and
skeletons SK(fa).
binaryskeletons
theirbinary
(c)their
and 210.
210. (b)
(b) their
their binary
binary edge
edgeimages
imagesfafa(faeK). (c)
- (fa&K).
and
to
correspond to
areas correspond
(white) areas
rows, the black (white)
skeleton image
imageamplitude
amplitude has
has been
been magnified;
magnified; in
in the
the middle
middle and
and bottom rows,
skeleton
image foreground
foreground (background).)
image
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3.2

Peak
Peak Extraction

Meyer
top-hat
Meyer [4]
[4]introduced
introduced aa very
very useful
useful morphological
morphologicalpeak
peak extractor,
extractor, also called top
-hat transformation:
transformation:
PE(f) =
(f 0B),,
= /f -- (/OB)

(12)

where
"base of the hat").
extraction, only
only those
those peaks
peaks
where B
B is
is any
any 2-D
2 -Dstructuring
structuring set
set (the
(the "base
hat "). During this peak extraction,
whose
whosebase
basecontains
containsBBremain;
remain;the
therest
restget
geteliminated.
eliminated.For
Forany
anyB,B,/f>> /oJ5
f oB everywhere;
everywhere;hence,
hence,PE(f)
PE(f) is
a nonnegative
nonnegative image
imagesignal
signal.Since
Sincethe
the opening
openingfoB
foB obeys (8),
/A
A

\

\a=l
a=1

/

E
fa -£/«

PE(f ) =

r/ A

E fa
L\a=l
a=1

oB

r, fa - AL.. faoB - A [fa-- (faOB)]
=L
A

a=l
a=1

a=l
a=1

a=l
a=1

A

= >PE(fa)
E^(/a)

=

(13)
(13)

0=1
a=1

As an example, consider
consider the
the11-D
image f(m)
-D image
f (m)

/f == ...02
123404412321 0...
...021234044123210...
where ...
. . . denotes
denotes infinite
infinite sequence
sequenceofoftrailing
trailingzero
zerovalues.
values.IfIfwe
wewant
wanttotoextract
extract from
from /f all peaks with a
pixels, we
width less
less than
than 3 pixels,
we select
select B
B = {0,1,
2). Then
{0,1,2}.
Then the
the graytone
graytone opening
opening is
is
/OB
...011222011122210...
foB==...011222011122210...
and the graytone peak extraction gives
gives the peak image
image
PE(f) = ...010012033001000...
PE(f)=
...010012033001000...
Now
Nowthe
the threshold
threshold binary
binary images
imagesofof/f are
are /fa,, 11 < ao << 4:
4:

=
13
/s =
/2 =
f2
/i =
fi
/4
f4

...000001
...000001011000000...
01 1 000000...
...000011011001000...
...000011011001000...
...010111011011100...
...01 01110110111 00...
...01
...011111011111110...
11110111111 10...

and
openings /aoB
and /o(m)
fo(m) = 11 for all
all m.
m. The binary openings
faoB are
are

f40B = ...000000000000000...
/4oB
...000000000000000...
/3oB
...000000000000000...
f30B = ...000000000000000...
f2oB
/2 oB = ...000111000011100...
...000111000011100...

AOB
faoB = ...011111011111110...
The binary
(/0°B) are
are
The
binarypeak
peakextractions
extractionsPE(fa)
PE(fa)==/ fa- (faoB)

PE(f4)
PE(f3)
PE(fs)
PE(f2)
PE(h)

=
=
=
PE(fi) =

...000001011000000...
...000001011000000...
...000011011001000...
...00001 10 1 1001 000...
...010000011000000...
-010000011000000...
...000000000000000...
...000000000000000...
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Thus
for all a gives
gives us
Clearly, the binary peak
peak
Thus summing
summingthe
the signals
signalsPE(fa)
PE(fa) for
us the
the original
original signal
signalPE(f).
PE(f ). Clearly,
extractors
implement. PE(fa)
PE(fa)simply
simplyconsists
consists of
ofeliminating
eliminating from
from the
the binary
binary image
image fa
extractors are
are trivial
trivial to implement.
fa
all
connected components
contain any shifted
shifted version
version of
Theimplementation
implementationinvolves
all connected
componentsthat
that contain
of B. The
involves binary
binary
erosion/dilation
subtractions; hence,
hence, only
only pixel
pixel counting.
counting.
erosion
/dilation and
and binary subtractions;
If we
VE(f)
= =(/(f-B)
byworking
working as
as above,
above, itit can
we also
alsoconsider
considerthe
thevalley
valleyextractor
extractorsystem
system
V E(f)
B) -- f,/,by
can be
be
shown that
shown
thatVE(f)
VE(f)== E
EaVE(fa).
a ^(/a)-

3.3

Skeletonization

can be
be defined
defined [2,8,9]
[2,8,9] as
A morphological
morphological skeleton
skeleton for
for aa graytone image
image /f can
as follows.
follows. If B
B is a 22-D
-D structuring
structuring
set,
©B denote the nn-fold
set, let
letnB
nB== B®B®
BeBe • ®B
size nn =
-fold dilation
dilation of
of BB with
with itself,
itself, which
which creates
creates aa set
set of size
0,
1,2,
B. The
Thenth
nthskeleton
skeleton component
component of
is
larger than B.
of /f is
0,1,
2, ... times larger

SKn
(f) = (f
(/0nfl)
[(fenB)oB]
SKn(f)
enB) -- [(f
enB)oB]

,,

N
0 _<_n_<,
<n< N

(14)

where
max{n
(We assume
assume here
here images
images /f with
with aa finite
where NN = max
{n :: fQnB
f enB 0^00}.
}. (We
finite support.)
support.) These
These components
components
SKn
(f) indexed
indexed by
by the
the discrete
discrete size
size parameter
parameter n,
n, are
arenonnegative
nonnegative everywhere.
everywhere. Thus
Thus they
they are
are graytone
graytone
SKn(f)
images,
A skeleton,
skeleton, i.e.,
i.e., aa thinned
thinned
images, usually
usuallyvery
verysparse,
sparse,and
and their
their ensemble
ensemblecan
canexactly
exactlyreconstruct
reconstruct/.f. A
caricature,
can be
be defined
defined as
as the
the graytone
graytone image
caricature, of
of /f can
image
N

SK(f) =
= £
SKn(f)
E SKn(f)

(15)

n=0

Since erosions
Since
erosionsand
and openings
openings of
ofthe
the binary
binary images
images fa
fa by
by sets
sets B of dimensionality
dimensionality < 2 yields binary outputs
and since
(faQnB)oB,the
theskeleton
skeletoncomponent,
component, SKn(fa),
SKn (fa)> of
of fa
fa isis also
also aa binary
binary image.
image. The
The
and
since faQnB
faenB >> (faenB)oB,
skeleton, SK(fa),
of fa
fa isisdefined
defined [2,9]
[2,9] as
as the
the union
union of
of all
all the
skeleton,
SK(fa), of
thebinary
binaryskeleton
skeleton components
components SKn(fa),
SKn (fa},
represented by
definition of
equivalent to
represented
by 2-D
2 -Dsets.
sets. But
But this union- definition
of SK(fa)
SK(fa) isis equivalent
to aa sumsum- definition
definition as
as in
in (15)
(15)
because the
images SKn
(fa) are
are disjoint
disjoint [9].
[9]. Putting
Putting all
all these
these ideas
because
the binary images
SKn(fa)
ideas together
togetheryields
yields

SKn(f) =

(t
\

[(fa) enB -

a

a- 1

(faenB) -

(faenB)oB]
a

=

A`

enB oB
oB
fa )enB

1

1

[(faenB) - (faenB)OB]

a=1

A

_

> SKn(fa)

(16)

a=1

Thus,
obeys the threshold superposition. Now,
Now,
Thus, the nth skeleton component system obeys

SK(f) =

SKn
n =o
A

SKn(fa)= = : > SKn(fa)
> fa) == ; 2 SKM

a =1

n =0a =1

a =1n =0

_ E SK(fa)

(17)

a=l
a=1

Hence,
morphological skeleton
An example
example is
is given
given in
in
Hence, the
the morphological
skeletonsystem
system also
also obeys
obeys threshold
threshold superposition.
superposition. An
Fig. 1.
1.
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3.4

Pattern Spectrum
Spectrum

The pattern
spectrum of
ofaa graytone
graytoneimage
image f/(»
defined in
in [13]
[13] as the
the nonnegative
nonnegative function
function
pattern spectrum
(i, , j)j)isisdefined
[PS(f)](+n,B)
[PS(f)]( +n, B) = Ei E1[f onB - fo(n + 1)B](i, j)

,

nn>0
>o

(PS(f)]( -n,B) = EiE1[fnB- f(n - 1)B](i,j) ,

nn>0
>0

(18)

where
B is
is any 22-D
where the
the integer
integer nn is
is a discrete size
size parameter
parameter and B
-Dstructuring
structuring set whose
whose shape
shape can
can vary.
vary. Thus
spectrum measures
measures the
the size
size (n)
(n) and
and shape
shape (B)
(B)distribution
distributionofoff /,
giving us
the pattern spectrum
, giving
ususeful
useful information
information
scales and the
the general
general shape
shape-size
Hence, for
0,
about critical scales
-size content
content of
of /.
f . Hence,
for n > 0,
[PS( f)] (n, B)

_ EE(fonB)(i,.7) - EE[fo(n + 1)B](:,.7)
A

= E>: ( fa onB (i, j) - EEj
i

-

j

i

a=1

A

fa 0(.. -}- 1)B
a-1

EEE[faonB](i,J) - EEE(fao(n+ 1)B](0)
i

j

i

a

== E
a

j

a

aonB - fao(n + 1)B](t,.7)
*

3

A

_ E [PS (fa)](n, B)

(19)

a=l
a-1

An
An identical
identical result
result to
to (19)
(19) isis easily
easilyobtained
obtainedfor
fornn<< 00 by
by replacing
replacingopenings
openingsfOnB
f onBwith
withclosings
closings f nB.
Thus
spectrum obeys
obeys the
the threshold
threshold-linear
consider the examexamThus the pattern
pattern spectrum
-linear superposition.
superposition. To
To illustrate this, consider
ple
(0,1} yields
yields
ple of
of the
the 1-D
1 -Dimage
image/f in
in Section
Section 3.2.
3.2. Fixing
Fixing B
B = {0,1}

n
[PS(/)](n)
[PS( f)](n)
[PS( f4)](n)
[P5(/4)](n)
[PS(/s)](n)
[PS(
f3)](n)
[PS(
f2)](n)
[PS(/2
)](n)
[PS(/i)](n)
[PS(fi)1(n)

-2
-2
2

0
2
0
0

-1
-1
6

0

11

1
1
11
0

11

3
11

3

11
8
2
4
2
0

2

3

6

0

0
0
6
0

0
0
0
0

4
5
0
0
0
5

5

0

6
7

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
7

Computing the
images fa
example, for
for11-D
Computing
the pattern
pattern spectra of the binary images
fa is
is much
much easier
easier than
than for
for /.
f . For example,
-D
images /f and
{0,1},}, the
equal to
to nntimes
times the
thenumber
number of
of runs
runs of
of nn
images
and B == {O,1
the value
valueofofPS(fa)
PS(fa) at
at (n --1)1) isis equal
consecutive 1's
likewise for runs of 0's
O's and negative
negative n.
consecutive
l's if n >> 1;1; likewise
Observe
patternspectrum
spectrumsystem
systemperforms
performs an
animage
image measurement,
measurement, because
because the
the system
system outoutObserve that,
that, the pattern
PS(f)isisa atwo
two-parameter
(n,B)
B) function
function that
put PS(f)
-parameter (n,
-size distribution of /.
f . By
thatmeasures
measuresthe
theshape
shape-size
By contrast,
all three previous morphological
morphological systems
an image
image transtransall
systems examined
examined in
in Sections
Sections 3.1,
3.1, 3.2,
3.2, and 3.3 perform an
formation
output isis another
another image
image signal.
signal.
formation because
because their
their output

4

General Result

The four morphological
morphological systems
Section 3, which
which we showed
showed that obeyed
obeyed the
thethreshold
threshold-linear
supersystems of Section
-linear superposition,
additions/subtractions
of simple
simple morphological operations. Next
Next we
we show
show
position, consisted of pointwise additions
/subtractions of
that these
these four
four examples
examples are special
special cases
cases of
bethe
theclass
classofofall
allreal
real-valued
of aa more
more general
general result.
result. Let FF be
-valued
nonnegative signals
argument x,
x, contincontinnonnegative
signalsf(x)
f (x) (not
(not necessarily
necessarily images)
images)with
withaa d-dimensional
d- dimensional(d(d==1,2,...)
1,2,...) argument
uous
class of
obey the
the
uous (i.e,
(i.e, real)
real) or
or discrete
discrete(i.e.,
(i.e.,integer).
integer). Let
LetSS be
be the
the class
of all
all systems
systems*W: :FF —>
-> GG that obey
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threshold-linear
are signal
signal transformations
transformations or
threshold -linearsuperposition,
superposition,with
withthe
therestriction
restrictionthat
that either
either all
all *
W EE S are
all are
signal measurements
both. GGisisthe
theclass
classofofsystem
systemoutputs,
outputs,which
whichare
areeither
eitherreal
realvalued
all
are signal
measurements but
but not both.
-valued
signals like
(butnot
notnecessarily
necessarilynonnegative)
nonnegative) ororreal
real-valued
measurements (constants
(constants or
or
signals
like the
the signals
signals in
in F (but
-valued measurements
functions of
us view
view each
each system 11,
^
let us
us define
define a
vector point.
point. Then let
functions
of several
several parameters).
parameters). Let us
' ininSSasasaa vector
binary operation W1
*i ++ ^2
W2called
calledsystem
system (vector)
(vector) addition
addition between
between any
any \I>i,
WI,#2
W2 ESSand
andaa unary
unary operation
operation
rW
* called
called scalar
scalar multiplication
multiplication of
of aa system
system W
V by
GR
R as
as follows:
follows:
by any
any real
real number r E
[*l
[W1++ **](/)
4/2](f)

[r *](/)
TV)
[r

def

EF
=' *i(/)
*2(/) ,, df
V/Gf
W1(f) + W2(f)

def

rT(f)

=f f*(/)

,,

`df E F
V/6F

(20)
(21)

There is
between the
the left
left and
and right
right parts
partsof
ofthese
these definitions.
definitions.
is aa different
differentinterpretation
interpretation of the
the symbols
symbols++ and
and between
right part
partof
of(20)
(20) ""+"
denotespointwise
pointwise addition
addition of
of signals
signals if
if S5 isis aa class
class of
of signal
signal transformations
transformations
In the right
+" denotes
addition of
class of signal
of (21)
(21) ""
" "denotes
denotes
or addition
of real
real numbers
numbers ifif 5S is a class
signal measurements.
measurements.In
In the
the right
right part of
$(/) by the scalar
scalar r.
r. Thus
ThusW1+W2
^1 + ^2 is a parallel interconnection
multiplication of the signal or measurement W(f)
of
*i and W2,
^2? whereas
\P just
scales 41
* by r.
of the systems Wi
whereas r Ili
just scales

THEOREM 1 .. The
systems41
\£ that
thatobey
obey the
the thresholdthreshold-linear
The class S ofofsystems
linear superposition
forms aa vector
superposition forms
vector
space
the vector
vector addition
addition (20)
(20) and
andscalar
scalarmultiplication.
multiplication (21).
(21).
space over
over the
the field
field of
of real
real numbers
numbers under
under the
Proof.
From [23],
[23], we must prove
prove that,
that, for
for all
allW,41.
#,$ GESS and
G R,
Proof From
and ryr,qq E

V4.
V4. (r(r+g)xli=rW+gtY.
+ g)* = r * + q • *.

VI.
(5, +) isisan
anAbelian
Abelian group.
group.
V1. (S,+)
V2.
* e S.
V2. rrWYES.
VS.
*) = r rW+r10.
* + r $.
V3. r(*
r(W+ +(1.)=

V5. r (q
= (rg)
(rq) W.
*.
V5.
(g *) _

V6.1W=.
V6. 1 * = *.

(VI): S is
is closed
closed under system +
+ because
because
(V1):
[* + ](/) = W(f)
*(/) +
) + £*(/
) =_ £[*+
w(fa)
4.(fa)
E[P + *](/.)
+ *(/)
c(f ) = !>(/
a

a

(22)

a

Further,
associative, commutative,
commutative, and
zero element
element (the system W0,
#o, where
Further, the system + isis associative,
and has a zero
wherevl/o(/)
'o(f)
is
all-zero
zero in
in case
case of
of signal
signal measurements).
measurements). Finally
Finally each
each W
\& has
is the all
-zerosignal
signalfor
forall
all/f or just zero
has its
its inverse
inverse
system
*](/)
is an
an Abelian
Abelian group.
group.
system -#,
-41, defined
defined as
as [[ -W
] (f)= = *(/).
-W(f). Hence,
Hence, (5,+)
(S,+) is
(V2)
is true because
(V2) is
because
[r • `y](f)
E r W(fa)
[r
*](/) =
= rr • ili(f)
*(/) =
*(/.) _
= J>
*(/.) =
- *](/.)
= rr . >£T(fa)
_ J>
E[r 'l'](fa)
aa

a

a
a

(23)
(23)

The proof of the rest of
of the axioms
axioms (V3)
(V3)-(V6)
-(V6) isis easy
easyand
and hence
henceomitted;
omitted; itit simply
simply uses
uses the results (22)
(22)
and (23)
(23) together with elementary
elementary properties
properties of
of the
the addition
addition/multiplication
on real
real numbers.
numbers.
/multiplication on
Q.E.D.
The above result establishes that
thatthe
theprinciple
principleofofthreshold
threshold-linear
superposition isis obeyed
obeyed by
by any
any comcom-linear superposition
posite system formed as a linear combination of
of systems that
that obey
obey it.
it. As
Asaaspecial
specialcase
caseconsider
considersystems
systemsWk
\£fc
among the following:
following: erosion,
rank-order
closings) or
among
erosion, dilation, rank
-order filters,
filters, and
and cascade
cascade (e.g., openings, closings)
or parallel
(using
All such
such Wk
#* obey
obey (8)
(8) as
as shown
shown in
in[2,16,10,11];
[2,16,10,11]; hence,
hence,
(using pointwise
pointwise max/min)
max /min) combination
combination of
of these.
these. All
Theorem
1
implies
that
any
linear
combination
2jt*jb(/)
will also
also obey
obey (8).
(8). Therefore,
Therefore,
Theorem 1 implies that
linear combination system
system *(/)
'Y(f) = Ek
Wk(f) will
for the
the four
fourmorphological
morphological systems
systems of
ofSection
Section 33 follow
follow now
now as simple
simple corollaries
corollaries of Theorem 1.
1.
the results for
Note also
also that
that the
theclass
classofofsystems
systemsobeying
obeyingthreshold
threshold-linear
class of all linear
linear
Note
- linear superposition
superposition contains
contains the class
systems, because
threshold-linear
weak form
systems,
because threshold
-linear superposition
superposition is
is a weak
form of linear
linear superposition.
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5

Concluding Remarks

openings
dilations, openings
erosions, dilations,
theerosions,
that the
depend is that
Section 3 depend
in Section
which our results in
An important
important factor
factor on which
An
elements.
structuring
(binary)
flat
involve
systems
morphological systems involve fiat (binary)
analyzed morphological
closings used
and closings
used by
by the four analyzed
elements.
likewise, for
elements; likewise,
-D image signal, only 22-D
-D or
or 1-D
1 -Dsets
setscan
canbe
be used
used as
as structuring elements;
for a
for aa 22-D
is, for
That is,
differences),
(minofofdifferences),
erosions (min
generalerosions
more general
the more
For the
be aa 11-D
11-D
-Dsignal,
signal,the
thestructuring
structuring element must be
-D set.
set. For
[7,2,10,14],
element[7,2,10,14],
structuringelement
non-binary
useaanon
whichuse
combinations,which
theircombinations,
and their
dilations (max of
-binary structuring
of sums), and
apply.
our results
results in
in this paper do not apply.
also
are also
Although
in Sections
Sections 22 and
and 33 refers
refers to image
image signals,
signals, all
all the
the concepts
concepts and results are
analysis in
Although our analysis
dimensionality. Likewise,
valid
for nonnegative
nonnegative input
input signals
Likewise,the
the validity
validity of
of the
the general theorem in
signals of any dimensionality.
valid for
continuous or
dimensionality of
Section 44 depends
depends neither
neither on
on the
the dimensionality
ofinput
input signals
signalsnor
nor on
on whether
whether they
they have continuous
or
Section
nonnegative.
be nonnegative.
necessarily the outputs) be
signals (but not necessarily
input signals
discrete argument.
argument. It only requires
requires that
that the input
discrete
systems.
Hence
Hence itit especially
especially applies
applies to image analysis systems.
image
graytone image
for graytone
system for
other system
morphological and other
of morphological
class of
largeclass
that aalarge
The key idea of our results is that
analyze.
easier to analyze.
analysis reduces
reducestoto corresponding
correspondingsystems
systemsfor
forbinary
binarysignals.
signals.But
Butthe
the latter
latter are much easier
analysis
morphological and
of many morphological
analysis of
the analysis
facilitates the
Hence
our results
results provide
provide aa theoretical
theoretical tool
tool that facilitates
and related
Hence our
Of
superposition. Of
implementations based
new implementations
suggest new
they suggest
addition, they
nonlinear
systems. In addition,
based on
on threshold superposition.
nonlinear systems.
discouraging
are discouraging
course, software
eoftwareimplementations
implementationsof
ofthese
theseideas
ideason
on current
current serial
serial computer
computer architectures are
course,
implemenhardwareimplemenVLSIhardware
However, VLSI
required. However,
images required.
binary images
thresholded binary
of thresholded
because of
of the large number of
because
already
morphological systems
composite graytone morphological
of composite
superposition of
threshold superposition
systems (as
(as already
exploiting the threshold
tations exploiting
[18]-[20])
filters [18]
morphological filters
-order and
-[20])isisvery
very promising
promising because
because binary
and morphological
rank-order
simple rank
for simple
done for
has been done
each
on each
operations on
binary operations
morphologicaloperations
operationscan
canbe
be done
done using
using only
only pixel
pixelcounting.
counting. Further,
Further, the binary
morphological
levels.
threshold
all
for
parallel
in
done
be
threshold binary image can be done in parallel
levels.
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